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BRANCHING SCENARIOS IN ECO-EVOLUTIONARY
PREY-PREDATOR MODELS
PIETRO LANDI∗, FABIO DERCOLE†, AND SERGIO RINALDI ‡
Abstract. We show in this paper how simulations of ODEs and continuations of systems of algebraic equations
can be combined to study the evolution of biodiversity in multi-species systems where phenotypic traits are genet-
ically transmitted. We follow the Adaptive Dynamics (AD) approach, that provides a deterministic approximation
of the evolutionary dynamics of stationary coexisting populations in terms of an ODE system, the so-called AD
canonical equation. AD also provides explicit conditions to test whether a stable evolutionary equilibrium of the
canonical equation is a branching point—resident and mutant morphs coexist and further differentiate thus increas-
ing biodiversity—or not. We analyze a standard parameterized family of prey-predator communities, described by
the most standard ecological model, and propose an iterative procedure to obtain the branching portrait, explain-
ing the dependence of branching scenarios on two (demographic, environmental or control) parameters. Among a
number of interesting results, in line with field studies and known ecological principles, we find that prey branching
is induced by the predation pressure, and is favored when prey intraspecific competition is highly sensitive to the
resident-mutant phenotypic mismatch; while predator branching is not possible when prey and predators are present
in equal number of morphs. This results in alternate prey-predator branching sequences with possible phases of prey
unilateral branching. The guidelines for deriving a general method for analyzing the evolution of biodiversity are
also discussed. The indications that can be obtained typically have qualitative nature, but can be of help for the
long-term conservation and management of biodiversity.
Key words. Adaptive Dynamics, biodiversity, coevolution, evolutionary branching, polymorphism, prey-predator
model
AMS subject classifications. 92D15, 34C23, 65L07
Introduction. Explaining why there are so many similar populations in Nature is one
of the major questions in ecology [34]. Classical competition theory can provide some an-
swers; for example, it can explain why self-organized patterns of groups of similar popula-
tions emerge in rich communities [54]. Perhaps the most difficult problem in need of expla-
nation is this: under the assumption that life started from a common ancestor, how is it that
we obverse so much biodiversity today? For this, we can combine two independent mecha-
nisms. One is genetic mutation that rarely and randomly diversifies the phenotypic trait (x)
of some individual from that (x′) of its offspring, thus creating a mutant population similar to
the resident one, though initially with very low abundance. The second is natural selection,
i.e., the competition between resident and mutant populations, that generically leads to the
extinction of one of the two populations [23, 13]. If mutants go extinct, nothing changes
because x remains the resident trait, while if residents go extinct, the mutant population be-
comes the new resident, endowed, however, of a new trait x′. Only in exceptional cases,
called evolutionary branchings [27, 25, 13], can the mutant and resident populations coex-
ist under disruptive selection, i.e., competition favors further differentiation between the two
similar residents. Evolutionary branching thus explains why the number of distinct morphs
of a species, that is, biodiversity, can increase. Biodiversity can also decrease, not only ac-
cidentally, but as the result of evolution toward the boundary of the viability region in trait
space (evolutionary extinction, see [30, 13]). Evolutionary branchings and extinctions can
also alternate [20, 39, 6, 13], making the problem more complex.
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Among the many quantitative approaches to evolutionary dynamics (seven are described
in [13]) only two of them, that is, Individual-Based Modeling (IBM) and Adaptive Dynamics
(AD) are suitable for predicting branching scenarios. IBM [5, 15] is a stochastic simulation
approach which requires little in the way of mathematical analysis and skill, but which can
be quite attractive because it allows any sort of detail to be included in the model (e.g. age,
size, stage and spatial structures, sexual reproduction, and seasonalities). In contrast, AD
[49, 27, 25, 13, 24] is population-based, focused on the long-term evolution of the adaptive
traits (it assumes rare mutations of small phenotypic effect), and provides a deterministic
approximation of the evolutionary dynamics in terms of ODEs, one for each trait, known
as the AD canonical equation [16, 4, 13]. Evolutionary branching is possible only in the
vicinity of evolutionary equilibria (far from equilibria the extinction of either the resident or
the mutant population is the generic outcome of competition [23, 13]), and explicit branching
conditions are available [27, 25, 13]. Here we consider the simplest setting in which the
AD canonical equation can be derived, i.e., the case of unstructured, asexual populations,
characterized by a single trait each, and stationary coexisting in an isolated homogeneous and
constant abiotic environment (see [16, 21, 38] for extensions).
Most branching scenarios produced until now have been obtained either analytically (for
relatively simple models or limited to primary branchings, see e.g. [49, 25, 37, 20, 22, 7, 2])
or by means of stochastic simulations (with the IBM approach [15, 20, 22] or stochastically
simulating the mutation process of an AD model [49, 25, 37, 2]), starting from an ancestral
community composed of a single population or two populations of different species. In some
studies concerning prey-predator systems the scenarios are extremely simple, ranging from
no branching due to periodic evolutionary attractors in [17], to a primary prey branching fol-
lowed by predator branching in [20] (a primary predator branching has been identified in [26],
but relying on cyclically coexisting predators). By contrast, in studies on the coevolution of
mutualism, richer scenarios characterized by alternate branching and extinction (in faculta-
tive or opportunistic mutualisms [20]) and by very long series of evolutionary branchings (in
obligate mutualisms [22]) have been discovered. In [22] branching is unilateral in some re-
gions of parameter space, that is, it concerns always populations of the same species, while in
other regions it is bilateral and alternate between the two species. Alternate branchings have
also been obtained in a study of a host-parasite model [2], while bilateral but not alternate
branchings have been discovered in a study of evolution of cannibalistic populations toward
complex food webs [35].
The above mentioned studies show that branching scenarios depend not only on the an-
cestral community but also on the parameter values characterizing some demographic pro-
cesses (like efficiency or death rate) or their dependence on evolving traits. To find out the
full catalog of branching scenarios, say in a two-dimensional parameter space, one cannot
rely on simulation approaches, as this would be computationally impracticable. Instead, one
could use the AD canonical equation and the branching conditions to generate a point on
each curve separating regions of parameter space with different branching scenarios, and,
then, produce the entire curve through numerical continuation techniques [1]. Until now, this
has been done only a few times up to the first branching (in a study of seed size and competi-
tive ability [28], in a study of prey-predator coevolution [11], in a model for the evolution of
cannibalism [12, 6], and in modeling the host-parasite range [2]).
The aim of this paper is to show how the analysis of evolutionary branching can be
organized through continuation in a case of complex scenarios. For this, we study the co-
evolution of a resource-consumer system starting from an ancestral prey-predator pair, the
building block of complex food webs [46]. The model we consider is based on the prey-
predator model most frequently used in ecology, for which all properties, except branching
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scenarios, have already been studied in detail (the primary prey branching has been studied in
[11], while the primary branching of cycling predators in [26]). This choice allows this paper
to be considered as the natural follow-up of the work in [11] that was published in this jour-
nal. We feel our results are of interest because they both support ecological properties that
emerge from field studies and suggest new theoretical insights on prey-predator coevolution
that might be of help for the conservation and management of biodiversity. In the discussion,
we also describe how our approach can be made general and applied to study the evolution of
biodiversity in different communities.
Coevolution of prey-predator systems. Evolving systems are in general composed of
N interacting plant and/or animal populations characterizable by two features: the number
ni of individuals of each population or, equivalently, the density of the population (a positive
real number), and an adaptive phenotypic trait xi (e.g., body size, typically measured by a
real number on a suitable scale [11]). Both features vary in time, but densities can vary at a
much faster rate than traits. This means that an evolving system has two distinct timescales
called ecological and evolutionary. The first is fast and concerns only the densities, while
traits remain practically constant if mutations are assumed to be extremely rare events on the
ecological timescale; the second concerns the slow variation of the traits, due to sequences
of mutations and resident substitutions, and entrains the slow variations of the equilibrium
densities attained after each substitution.
From now on we restrict our attention to the coevolution of populations belonging to
two different species (prey and predator), so that, in general, the community is composed
of N1 prey populations and N2 predator populations, with N1 + N2 = N . In particular,
n1, . . . , nN1 and x1 ≤ · · · ≤ xN1 are densities and traits of the N1 prey populations, while
nN1+1, . . . , nN1+N2 and xN1+1 ≤ · · · ≤ xN1+N2 are densities and traits of the N2 predator
populations, respectively. Assume that initially N1 = N2 = 1, so that n1 and x1 are prey
density and trait while n2 and x2 are predator density and trait. At ecological timescale, the
traits remain constant while the densities vary according to two ODEs of the form:
(1) n˙1 = n1F1(n1, n2, x1, x2)
n˙2 = n2F2(n1, n2, x1, x2),
where Fi is the per capita growth rate of the i-th population. In the following, model (1),
called resident model, is assumed to have one strictly positive and globally stable equilibrium
n¯(x) = (n¯1(x), n¯2(x)) for each x = (x1, x2) belonging to a set of the trait space called the
evolution set of model (1).
At evolutionary timescale (slow dynamics), the traits vary according to two ODEs called
evolutionary model of the form:
(2) x˙1 = k1G1(x1, x2)
x˙2 = k2G2(x1, x2),
where k1 and k2 are suitable constant parameters scaling the speed of evolution in the coe-
volving species determined by size and frequency of mutations. As mentioned above, popu-
lation densities vary slowly with the traits, as model (1) is always at the equilibrium n¯(x) at
evolutionary timescale.
The most transparent approach for deriving the evolutionary model (2) is the AD canoni-
cal equation [16, 4, 13]. It is based on the resident-mutant models, which describe the interac-
tions among three populations, namely the two resident populations, and a mutant population
with trait x′1 or x′2. When the mutation occurs in the prey, the prey population is split into
two sub-populations (resident and mutant) with densities n1 and n′1 and traits x1 and x′1, so
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the model is:
(3)
n˙1 = n1f1(n1, n2, n
′
1, x1, x2, x
′
1)
n˙2 = n2f2(n1, n2, n
′
1, x1, x2, x
′
1)
n˙′1 = n
′
1f
′
1(n1, n2, n
′
1, x1, x2, x
′
1),
where functions f1, f ′1, and f2 are consistently related to functions F1 and F2 (see [11, 13,
chap. 3] for details). A similar three-dimensional model involving the mutant trait x′2, the
density n′2, and a function f ′2 describes the case in which the mutant is a predator. The values
of n′1 and n′2 immediately after the mutation are very small because a mutant population is
initially composed of one or a few individuals. In words, each mutation brings a new trait
into the system, but competition between resident and mutant populations selects the trait
that remains in the system in the long term. As long as mutants either disappear or substitute
the corresponding residents, the evolutionary process is called mono-morphic—each species
is present in a single morph—whereas di- and poly-morphic evolution phases follow after
sequences of evolutionary branchings.
The mutation-competition process can be further specified by making suitable assump-
tions on the frequency and distribution of small mutations [16, 4, 13], and the conclusion is
that the rate at which the trait xi varies at evolutionary timescale is given by the following
ODE, called the AD canonical equation:
(4) x˙i = kin¯i(x1, x2) ∂λi
∂x′i
∣∣∣∣ x′
i
= xi
,
where ki is proportional to the frequency and size of mutations, n¯i(x1, x2) is the equilibrium
density of the resident model and λi(x1, x2, x′i) = f ′i(n¯1(x1, x2), n¯2(x1, x2), 0, x1, x2, x′i)
is the so-called invasion fitness of the mutation (the initial exponential rate of increase of the
mutant population). Equation (4), written for the prey and for the predator, gives the two
ODEs that form the evolutionary model (2) with
(5) Gi(x1, x2) = n¯i(x1, x2) ∂λi
∂x′i
∣∣∣∣ x′
i
= xi
.
Once the monomorphic dynamics has found a halt at a stable evolutionary equilibrium
x¯ = (x¯1, x¯2) of model (2), one can look at the second-order terms in the Taylor expansion
of the mutant per capita growth rate to establish if the equilibrium is a branching point [27,
25, 13] or not. More precisely, a stable equilibrium x¯ of (2) is a branching point for the i-th
population if
(6) B′i =
∂2λi
∂x′2i
∣∣∣∣ x1=x¯1, x2=x¯2
x′i=x¯i
> 0
and
(7) B′′i =
∂2λi
∂xi∂x′i
∣∣∣∣ x1=x¯1, x2=x¯2
x′i=x¯i
< 0.
Under the latter condition, there exist a region in the plane (x, x′) (with the shape, locally
to point (x¯, x¯), of a cone symmetrically opened with respect to the anti-diagonal, see [13,
chap. 3]) for which small mutations in the i-th population invade and coexist, at a stable
ecological equilibrium, with the former residents. The ecological equilibrium exists but is
unstable if the condition is reversed; it does not exist if B′′i = 0.
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Note that the computation of B′′i requires the derivatives of the ecological equilibrium
n¯(x), for which typically there is no analytical expression. These derivatives can however be
computed by solving suitable systems of algebraic linear equations, as explained in Appendix.
Under condition (6), the two similar traits xi and x′i further differentiate in accordance
with the higher-dimensional canonical equation, where x′i plays the role of a new resident
trait. If conditions (6) and (7) are satisfied for both populations, i.e., for i equal to 1 and
2, each one will initially become dimorphic, but generically only one of the two nascent
branchings survives. The reason is that the speed of divergence |x˙′i − x˙i| between the two
branching morphs is given by ki n¯iB′i |x′i − xi| + O(|x′i − xi|2) and (generically) differs
among the two populations. Thus, as branching takes off (according to the four-dimensional
canonical equation) in the population i with largest exponential rate of divergence
(8) D′i = ki n¯iB′i,
the evolution of xi and x′i (generically) change the equilibrium trait x¯j , j = i, so that the
pair (xj , x′j) falls outside the resident-mutant coexistence region that is present locally to
point (x¯j , x¯j) in the plane (xj , x′j) for the current values of (xi, x′i). Either the xj- or the
x′j-population therefore goes extinct on the ecological timescale, so the population turns back
monomorphic and branching does not develop (this phenomenon has been called “missed
branching” in [37]).
In nongeneric cases, that is, for critical parameter combinations (e.g. on curves in pa-
rameter planes) or in models characterized by particular symmetries (see e.g. [49, 15, 20]),
branching can develop simultaneously in more than one population. However, no symmetry
is present in the specific coevolutioanry model we study in the next section, so that we restrain
our attention to the branching scenarios that occur generically in parameter space.
Finally, if conditions (6) or (7) are not satisfied neither for i = 1 nor i = 2, no branching
is possible and the equilibrium x¯ is a terminal point (see [13, chap. 3]) of the evolutionary dy-
namics, among which the evolutionarily stable coalitions of game theory when B′i is negative
for all populations.
After a first branching has occurred, there are three resident populations, and one can
repeat the analysis by considering the three corresponding resident-mutant models and by
deriving from them the corresponding canonical equation. If the evolutionary trajectory orig-
inating at the branching point of the new canonical equation converges toward an equilibrium
point, three different branchings are possible since there are three resident populations in
the system. But the branching conditions are still based on the signs of B′i and B′′i (similarly
specified as in (6) and (7)), where i is the index spanning the resident populations (i = 1, 2, 3)
and λi(x1, x2, x3, x′i) is the fitness of the mutants of the i-th population.
And the story continues like so through a sequence of successive evolutionary branchings
(and possible evolutionary extinctions) until a terminal point is reached or the evolutionary
trajectory tends toward a non-stationary (cyclic or chaotic) regime (called Red Queen behav-
ior after [56], see also [45, 17, 44, 10, 14, 9]). In principle infinite branching sequences are
possible, but have been shown to be structurally unstable, meaning that the region in parame-
ter space associated to a possible sequence should shrink with the length of the sequence and
vanish as the length diverges to infinity [29, 48].
A specific eco-evolutionary model. The ecological model we consider is the Rosenzweig-
MacArthur prey-predator model [51]:
(9)
n˙1 = n1
(
r − cn1 −
a
1 + ahn1
n2
)
n˙2 = n2
(
e
an1
1 + ahn1
− d
)
,
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where r is prey per capita growth rate, c is prey intraspecific competition, a is predator attack
rate, h is predator handling time, namely the time needed by each predator to handle and
digest one unit of prey, e is predator efficiency, namely a conversion factor transforming
each unit of predated biomass into predator newborns, and d is predator death rate. The six
positive parameters of the model (r, c, a, h, e, d) could be reduced to three through rescaling.
However, we do not follow this option because the biological interpretation of the dependence
of the parameters on prey and predator traits would become less transparent.
In order to have a meaningful problem one must assume e > dh, because, otherwise,
the predator population cannot grow even in the presence of an infinitely abundant prey pop-
ulation. For any meaningful parameter setting, model (9) has a global attractor in R2+ [33],
namely
(a) the trivial equilibrium (r/c, 0) if d/a(e− dh) ≥ r/c,
(b) a strictly positive equilibrium if rah− c
2ahc
≤
d
a(e− dh)
<
r
c
,
(c) a strictly positive limit cycle if d/a(e− dh) < (rah− c)/(2ahc).
The transition from (a) to (b) is a transcritical bifurcation (which is generic in the class of
positive systems of the form (9) [40]), while the transition from (b) to (c) is a supercritical
Hopf bifurcation (see [40] for a proof). In the following, the functional dependencies of the
parameters on the traits and the parameter values will be chosen to satisfy the condition for
stationary coexistence (b). In particular we limit the value of the handling time h.
If we now imagine that a mutant population is also present, we can enlarge the resident
model (9) by adding a third ODE and by modifying the equations of the resident populations
in order to take the mutant population into account. Of course we also need to specify how
the parameters depend upon the traits x1, x2, x′1, x′2. The number of possibilities is prac-
tically unlimited, because even for well identified prey and predator species there are many
meaningful options. Thus, at this level of abstraction, it is reasonable to limit the number of
parameters sensitive to the traits and avoid trait dependencies that could give rise to biologi-
cally unrealistic evolutionary dynamics, like the unlimited growth of a trait. Our choice has
been to assume that the parameters r, e, and d are independent on the traits, because this will
allow us to compare our results with those obtained in [17] and [11]. Thus, in the case of a
mutation in the prey population, the resident-mutant model is
(10)
n˙1 = n1
(
r − c(x1, x1)n1 − c(x1, x
′
1)n
′
1+
−
a(x1, x2)
1 + a(x1, x2)h(x1, x2)n1 + a(x′1, x2)h(x
′
1, x2)n
′
1
n2
)
n˙2 = n2
(
e
a(x1, x2)n1 + a(x
′
1, x2)n
′
1
1 + a(x1, x2)h(x1, x2)n1 + a(x′1, x2)h(x
′
1, x2)n
′
1
− d
)
n˙′1 = n
′
1
(
r − c(x′1, x1)n1 − c(x
′
1, x
′
1)n
′
1+
−
a(x′1, x2)
1 + a(x1, x2)h(x1, x2)n1 + a(x′1, x2)h(x
′
1, x2)n
′
1
n2
)
.
If the mutation occurs in the predator population, the resident-mutant model involving the
variables n1, n2, and n′2 and the traits x1, x2, and x′2 can be written in a similar way (see [11]
for details).
We must now specify how the three remaining parameters, namely the prey intraspecific
competition c, the predator attack rate a, and the predator handling time h, appearing in the
resident-mutant models, depend on the resident and mutant traits. Due to our definition of
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the traits, which are scaled measures of the phenotypes, c, a, and h are bounded functions.
Unless otherwise stated, the parameters appearing in these functions are positive.
Prey intraspecific competition c is given by
(11) c(x1, x′1) =
γ1 + γ2 (x1 − γ)
2
1 + γ0
(
γ1 + γ2 (x1 − γ)
2
) exp
(
−
(
x1 − x
′
1
γ3
)2)
.
It is the product of two terms. The first defines the extra-mortality within groups of identical
prey, that has a quadratic minimum at x1 = γ and saturates at 1/γ0 as x1 diverges from γ
(the minimum competition and the local curvature are controlled by parameters γ1 and γ2, re-
spectively). Parameter γ (positive or negative) therefore describes a fixed characteristic of the
environment, and is henceforth called optimum prey trait. The second term in (11) describes
resident-mutant competition. Both resident and mutant prey suffer the highest (yet different)
competition when they face identical individuals, as the exponential factor is maximum for
x1 = x
′
1. The width γ3 of this gaussian bell is inversely proportional to the sensitivity of com-
petition to the resident-mutant phenotypic mismatch. High [low] sensitivity yields significant
[mild] drops in competition as resident and mutant differentiate in phenotype. Intuitively,
this suggests that prey branching might be favored by lowering γ3, because the individuals
of the less abundant prey population, whether resident or mutant, are more likely opposed to
different rather than identical individuals, so they suffer a lower competition.
The predator attack rate a is the bell-shaped function
(12) a(x1 − x2) = α0 + α exp
(
−
∣∣∣∣x1 − x2α1
∣∣∣∣
2−α2
)
,
where α1 and α2 are the width and the kurtosis of the function, respectively. In particular, if
0 < α2 < 2 the function is leptokurtic, if α2 < 0 the function is platykurtic, while α2 = 0
corresponds to the normokurtic function, i.e., a gaussian bell. Predator with pronounced
α2 > 0 [α2 < 0] are called specialist [generalist] because they exploit a narrow [large]
spectrum of prey. If prey and predator traits are tuned, that is, if x1 = x2, the predator
attack rate is maximum (and equal to α0 + α). When prey and predator traits are far from
being tuned, the predator attack rate drops to α0. This supports the idea that in a system with
one predator and two prey populations with diversified traits, the predator might be prone
to branch into two different predator sub-populations with traits tuned with those of the two
prey.
The predator handling time h is the product of an increasing sigmoidal function of the
prey trait x1 and of a decreasing sigmoidal function of the predator trait x2
(13) h(x1, x2) = θ
[
1 + θ1 −
2θ1
1 + exp (θ3x1)
] [
1 + θ2 −
2θ2
1 + exp (−θ4x2)
]
,
where θ is the handling time corresponding to the tuned situation x1 = x2 = 0.
The graphs of the functions c(x1, x′1), a(x1 − x2), and h(x1, x2) are shown in Fig. 1 for
the parameter values indicated in the caption. Only the third of these functions, namely, the
handling time h, coincides with those used in [11]. There are two reasons for this change.
The first is that the functions proposed in this paper are biologically sound, while one of those
used in [11], though fully appropriate for the purposes of that paper, was particularly extreme.
In fact, in [11], the prey intraspecific competition corresponds to (11) for γ3 → ∞, which
means that the competition suffered by an individual only depends on its own trait and not on
that of the opponent, a rather disputable biological assumption. The second reason is that the
functions used in [11] produce very poor branching scenarios (at most one branching of the
prey population), so that they were not suited for the purpose of this paper.
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θ
Fig. 1: Prey intraspecific competition c, predator attack rate a, and predator handling time
h. The graphs correspond to the following parameter values: γ = 0, γ0 = 1, γ1 = 0.5,
γ2 = 5, γ3 = 0.6, 0.8, 1, α = 1, α0 = 0, α1 = 1, α2 = −3, 0, 1, θ = 0.4, θ1 = θ2 = 0.5,
θ3 = θ4 = 5.
Branching scenarios and branching sequences. So far, we have seen that the AD
canonical equation (4) and the branching conditions (6) and (7) allow one to fully predict
the evolution of biodiversity starting from a given ancestral community. Since the analysis
presented in the next sections shows that evolutionary extinctions play no role in the co-
evolutionary model introduced in the previous section, we now focus our attention only on
evolutionary branching.
Each branching scenario identifies a branching sequence, that is a sequence of symbols
(1 and 2 in the case of two species), that specify in which species the branchings occur. It
is important to notice that two different branching scenarios can be associated to the same
branching sequence. For example, suppose that in a system initially composed of monomor-
phic prey and predator, a first branching occurs in the prey. If, after that, branching is again
possible in both prey populations, we have two possible branching scenarios depending upon
which one of the two prey does branch. However, the two branching scenarios identify the
same branching sequence, namely the sequence s = 11. In other words, branching sequences
do not contain the full information on branching scenarios, but summarize the relevant infor-
mation to study the evolution of biodiversity, namely the change in the number of coevolving
prey and predator populations.
All branching sequences that can potentially occur in all eco-evolutionary models can be
represented as paths from the root of the infinite binary tree T shown in Fig. 2. The root
node (1, 1) represents the ancestral community composed of two populations, one for each
coevolving species, and the nodes of each layer k = 0, 1, 2, . . . refer to communities with
k + 2 populations. Notice that finite sequences can be represented by the last node of the
corresponding path in T , i.e., finite branching sequences and nodes of T are interchangeable.
The aim of our analysis is to identify the branching sequences that develop from given
ancestral conditions for different parameter values. Fixing the ancestral conditions means
that we start from a given community (one prey, one predator in our case), characterized
by given phenotypic traits (x1, x2) and coexisting on a given ecological equilibrium n¯(x).
Specifically, we analyze a compact domain P of a parameter plane (p1, p2).
For a transparent description of our approach we now give some definitions. Let s be
a finite branching sequence, which could be the first part of a longer sequence (called s-
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Fig. 2: The tree T representing all potential branching sequences of a two-species commu-
nity. Each node (N1, N2) represents a community composed of N1 prey populations and N2
predator populations and belongs to the layer k = N1+N2− 2, k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Edges 1 and
2 represent prey and predator branching, respectively.
extension). A branching sequence s is called observable iff there exists p = (p1, p2) ∈ P
that produces a branching scenario associated to s or to an s-extension. The subset of P
giving rise to an observable branching sequence s is indicated by O(s).
An observable sequence s is called complete iff there exists p ∈ O(s) that does not
produce an s-extension; incomplete otherwise. The subset of O(s) giving rise to a complete
branching sequence s is indicated with C(s).
By definition, given a branching sequence s, we have
(14) ∅ ⊆ C(s) ⊆ O(s) ⊆ P.
If O(s) = ∅ the branching sequence s cannot occur and the corresponding node in T
can be eliminated together with all its successors.
If O(s) = ∅ and C(s) = ∅ the branching sequence s is incomplete and the correspond-
ing node in the tree can be identified with a particular color (grey). In this case, s-extensions
can be of any type because through extension one can obtain completeness or not, or even
lose observability.
If C(s) = ∅ the branching sequence s is complete and the corresponding node in the
tree can be identified with a second color (white). Again, the successors of a white node in
the tree can be of any type.
When all nodes of T are eliminated or colored in the way just described, a new tree
BT , called branching tree, is obtained. Notice that the tree BT can be infinite (but recall that
infinite sequences require some criticality in the choice of the model functions and parameters
[29, 48]). Moreover, a non empty subset of P can be associated to each node of the branching
tree: the set O(s) to each gray node identifying the incomplete sequence s; the set C(s) to
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Fig. 3: The tree BT4, where white and grey nodes represent complete and incomplete branch-
ing sequences. The approximation BP4 of the branching portrait, where a complete branch-
ing sequence of length smaller or equal to 4 is associated to each white region, whereas a
sequence of length equal to 5 is associated to each dotted region. All parameters, except e
and γ3, are at their reference values: r = 0.5, d = 0.05, γ = 0, γ0 = 0.01, γ1 = 0.5,
γ2 = 2.3, α = 1, α0 = 0.01, α1 = 1, α2 = 0, θ = θ1 = θ2 = 0.5, θ3 = θ4 = 1,
k1 = k2 = 1. The considered ancestral condition is x1(0) = 0, x2(0) = 0.
each white node identifying the complete sequence s. The sets C(s) are all disjoint, whereas
given two sequences s′ and s′′, O(s′′) ⊆ O(s′) iff s′′ extends s′. The collection C of all sets
C(s) obviously defines a partition of the parametric domain P , though some of the sets C(s)
may have zero measure in P (those corresponding to non-generic sequences, e.g. sequences
where several branching occur simultaneously).
Finally, we call branching portrait (BP ) the diagram of the collection C. This paramet-
ric portrait graphically summarizes the analysis of branching scenarios and can be used as a
control chart in deriving managerial policies. It can be composed of infinite regions, though
shrinking with the length of the sequence, so that an iterative procedure for its construction,
that considers sequences with increasing length, is proposed in the next section.
Iterative procedure. In this section we show how the branching portraitBP can be pro-
gressively approximated by applying an iterative procedure involving simulations and con-
tinuations. The procedure is illustrated by applying it to the prey-predator eco-evolutionary
model described above. The two parameters p1 and p2, belonging to two given intervals, are
e and γ3, i.e., predator efficiency (see (9)) and the parameter specifying the sensitivity of prey
intraspecific competition to resident-mutant phenotypic mismatch (see (11)).
The procedures generates at iteration k the tree BTk, composed of layers 0, . . . , k of the
branching tree BT , and an approximation BPk of the branching portrait BP . Specifically,
BPk includes the sets C(s) associated to branching sequences s of length smaller or equal to
k, while the remaining area of the parameter domainP is divided into the setsO(s) associated
to sequences of length equal to k + 1. All this information can be obtained by analyzing the
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canonical equation describing the communities corresponding to the nodes at layer k of BTk.
In particular, the branching points in these communities identify the observable sequences of
length k+1 and define the nodes at layer k+1 of BTk+1, their color to be determined at the
next iteration.
For example, in the case of our prey-predator model, for k = 4, the tree BT4 and the
portraitBP4 are as in Fig. 3. The white regionC4 = C(-)∪C(1)∪C(12)∪C(121)∪C(1212)
in BP4 is the collection of the sets C(s) of the white nodes of BT4, i.e., the sets C(s) of
all complete branching sequences of length smaller or equal to k = 4. Hence, C4 ⊆ C.
The dotted region is the union of the sets O(s) of sequences of length k + 1 = 5, so five
branchings are observable in this region. Obviously, the dotted region shrinks and eventually
disappears as k is increased. In conclusion, smaller dotted regions in BPk correspond to
better approximations of BP .
Iteration 0. We start with k = 0, i.e., with a degenerate tree composed of the root node
(1, 1) corresponding to the empty sequence s = -, and the target is to determine BT0 and
BP0. As for BT0, we must establish the nature (complete or not) of the root node, whereas
for BP0, we must determine the set C0 = C(-), i.e., the parameter values for which no
branching is possible, and the sets O(1) and O(2) where sequences of length k + 1 = 1 are
observable.
For this, we start our analysis from a given point in the parameter domain P (we start
from p = (e, γ3) = (0.1, 2)) and determine the stable equilibrium (x¯1,x¯2) of the correspond-
ing AD canonical equation (4) reached from the considered ancestral condition. This can be
easily accomplished in a standard way, because the non-trivial equilibrium (n¯1(x1, x2), n¯2(x1, x2))
of the ecological model (9) is known in closed form (see [11]). However, this is not true for
the nodes of all larger trees, because the equilibrium n¯(x) of the resident model cannot be
derived analytically when the populations are three or more. Thus, we systematically de-
termine the stable equilibrium of any AD canonical equation through the simulation of an
eco-evolutionary model characterized by two different time scales. In the case k = 0 the
slow-fast ODE system is
(15)
n˙1 = n1F1(n1, n2, x1, x2, e, γ3)
n˙2 = n2F2(n1, n2, x1, x2, e, γ3)
x˙1 = ǫk1G1(x1, x2, e, γ3)
x˙2 = ǫk2G2(x1, x2, e, γ3),
where ǫ is a small positive parameter used to tune the slow evolutionary dynamics with respect
to the fast ecological dynamics (in our application the value ǫ = 10−3 has given satisfactory
results).
For p = (e, γ3) = (0.1, 2) and the ancestral condition we consider (x1(0) = 0, x2(0) =
0), system (15) tends toward the stable equilibrium (n¯1, n¯2, x¯1, x¯2) = (0.6589, 0.2269,−0.0048, 0.0371),
thus characterized by
(16) F1 = F2 = G1 = G2 = 0.
Once this equilibrium has been found, it is possible to continue it by varying e [γ3]. The aim
is to continue it until a point where B′1 = 0 is obtained, that is, until a solution of the system
with five equations
(17) F1 = F2 = G1 = G2 = B′1 = 0
is found. Since the unknowns in this system are six (n1, n2, x1, x2, e, γ3), the solution of
(17) can in turn be continued by varying both e and γ3, thus finding a curve e(γ3) [γ3(e)] in
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parameter space. On this curve, shown in BP0 in Fig. 4, the first branching function of the
prey B′1 annihilates. Therefore, at one side of the curve the first branching condition for the
prey ((6) with i = 1) is satisfied.
In principle, analogous operations should be done for the other three branching functions
B′′1 , B
′
2 and B′′2 to possibly obtain other three curves in parameter space. The region in which
population i does branch would then be the one in which B′i > 0 and B′′i < 0, provided
population i has the largest resident-mutant trait divergence (see (8)) where both prey and
predator satisfy the branching conditions (6) and (7). However, it is possible to numerically
verify that B′′1 is always negative (see Appendix). This property is valid in general, that is,
also in systems with many populations of prey and predator, and is due to the exponential
term in the competition function (11) which favors resident-mutant coexistence. Hence, the
branching condition of the i-th prey population is B′i > 0.
Instead, for the predator, the function B′′2 is identically null, so that the predator branch-
ing is not possible. Also this property is valid in general, when the number of predator popu-
lations (N2) is equal to the number of prey populations (N1). As already noticed in [11], this
is a direct consequence of the well known competitive exclusion principle [31, 42, 43, 41] and
its more recent generalizations [18, 19, 29, 48]. If, otherwise, N1 > N2, then B′′i is negative
for all predator populations (numerically checked), so that, the branching condition for the
i-th predator population reduces to B′i > 0. Using the terminology introduced in [18], the
number of stationary coexisting morphs of a species is limited by the number of biotic en-
vironmental factors affecting the ecological dynamics of the species. For the predator, these
factors are simply the prey densities, i.e., N1 factors.
While monitoring functionsB′1 and B′2 during continuation, we must also check whether
the equilibrium of system (15) undergoes a bifurcation [40, 47], e.g. it might disappear
through a fold bifurcation or lose stability through a Hopf bifurcation. This is easy and
automatically done by standard continuation softwares. In the first case, the evolutionary
trajectory originated from the considered ancestral condition will converge to another evolu-
tionary attractor, possibly an evolutionary equilibrium that might generate a different branch-
ing sequence, whereas evolutionary cycling prevents further branching in the second case.
Recall that our choice of the model parameters guarantees the stationary coexistence of the
demographic model (1), so that bifurcations can only involve the slow dynamics of system
(15). Moreover, while moving parameters in the presence of multiple evolutionary attractors,
different branching sequences might also arise without bifurcations, simply because the con-
sidered ancestral condition switches from the basin of attraction of one attractor to that of
another. Multi-stability is related to the presence of saddle equilibria, whose stable manifolds
are the boundaries of the different basins of attraction. Since attractors themselves, sad-
dles, and their manifolds move in the state space when changing parameters, it could happen
that the considered ancestral condition (which is fixed and does not change with parameters)
passes, at a critical parameter value, from the basin of attraction of one attractor to that of an-
other. Technically, this is not a bifurcation, but implies a qualitatively different evolutionary
dynamics.
None of the above possibilities occurred in system (15), whereas fold bifurcations will
be found in the further iterations of the procedure, though with no effect on the branching
portraits. For this reason, they will no more be discussed in the next iterations. Otherwise,
Hopf bifurcations will be found and will affect the branching portraits with respect to other
parameter pairs that will be presented in the Discussion.
In conclusion, the iteration k = 0 of the procedure shows that the empty branching
sequence s = - is complete, because region C(-) (where no branching is possible) is not
empty, so that the color of the root of the tree BT0 (the first node of BT4 in Fig. 3) is white.
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Fig. 4: The approximated branching portraits BP0–BP3 produced at the iterations k =
0, 1, 2, 3 of our procedure. At each iteration the boundaries added to the diagram are curves
of the type B′i = 0 or D′i = D′j and are accordingly labeled (recall that at iteration k
we analyze communities with N1 + N2 = k + 2 populations and that i = 1, . . . , N1 and
i = N1 + 1, . . . , N1 + N2 are prey and predator indexes, respectively). As shown in BP1
(see also enlarged box), the region boundaries (solid lines) might concatenate segments of
different curves. Parameter values as in Fig. 3.
The first approximation BP0 of the branching portrait BP is shown in Fig. 4, where the
dotted region is nothing but O(1), since O(2) is empty because the predator cannot branch
(so that O(1) = P − C(-)).
Iteration 1. At the iteration k = 1 the community has two prey populations (N1 = 2)
and one predator population (N2 = 1) and the target is to determine BT1 and BP1. BT1 has
only node (2, 1) at level 1 (because predator branching is not possible at the root node), so
we must establish its nature. As for BP1, we must determine the set C(1), i.e., the parameter
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values for which no branching is possible at node (2, 1), and the sets O(11) and O(12) where
sequences of length k + 1 = 2 are observable. Of course, such sets are contained in O(1),
i.e., in the dotted region of BP0 (see Fig. 4).
For this, first we write the AD canonical equation (composed of three ODEs, one for
each population), and then determine its stable equilibrium (x¯1,x¯2,x¯3). Similarly to what
was done in the previous subsection, we simulate a slow-fast eco-evolutionary system with
six variables: n1, n2, n3 and x1, x2, x3, where n3 and x3 are predator density and trait.
This system is analogous to (15) and must be simulated starting from initial conditions that
represent the state of the system just after a prey branching has occurred in the system with
N1 = N2 = 1. This links this iteration with the previous one. For producing the six required
initial conditions we select any point on the curve B′1 = 0 in BP0, which corresponds to a
stable equilibrium of system (15) and we continue it by increasing e in order to enter into
the dotted region O(1) where prey branching occurs. Since close to the branching point the
two similar traits coexist and evolve in opposite directions, we define the initial condition as
follows: n1(0) = n2(0) = n¯1/2, n3(0) = n¯2, x1(0) = x¯1 − δ, x2(0) = x¯1 + δ, x3(0) = x¯2,
where (n¯1,n¯2,x¯1,x¯2) is the obtained equilibrium of system (15) (we used δ = 10−3). Once a
stable equilibrium (n¯1,n¯2,n¯3,x¯1,x¯2,x¯3) has been obtained by simulating the six-dimensional
eco-evolutionary system, the parameter e and/or γ3 are varied until three points in parameter
space are obtained where B′1 = 0, B′2 = 0, B′3 = 0, respectively. These three points
belong to the boundaries of the regions where populations 1, 2, 3 can branch, so that the three
boundaries can be produced through continuation of the solution of the algebraic systems
(18) F1 = F2 = F3 = G1 = G2 = G3 = B′i = 0
with i = 1, 2, 3.
The result allows one to determine, by simply looking at the signs of all B′i in the vicinity
of the curves, the tree BT1 (the first two layers in BT4 in Fig. 3) and the approximationBP1
of the branching portrait (see Fig. 4). Node (2, 1) is white because region C(1) (where one
and only one prey branching occurs) is not empty. The dotted region of BP1, to be further
investigated, is the union of the sets O(11) and O(12), where prey or predator branching
occurs at node (2, 1). Note that the curvesB′1 = 0 and B′2 = 0 are very close one to the other
and not distinguishable at the scale of the figure. The enlargement inBP1 shows that O(11) is
the region where at least one of the two prey can branch. Where both prey can branch, it does
not matter which one does it—the one with faster resident-mutant divergence (see (8))—since
further branchings produce the same sequences. Where also the predator acquires a positive
B′3, the population that branches is again the one with faster resident-mutant divergence, and
in this case the lines along which D′1 = D′3 and D′2 = D′3 (again not distinguishable at the
scale of the figure) matter in the branching portrait.
Successive iterations. The successive iterations proceed along the same lines we have
described in detail in the two previous subsections. We now briefly summarize seven sequen-
tial steps in which each iteration can be subdivided. We recall that the target of iteration k
is the determination of the tree BTk and of the approximation BPk of the branching portrait
BP .
1. Write the AD canonical equation associated to each of the sets O(s), with s of
length k, composing the dotted region of the approximationBPk−1 of the branching
portrait determined at the previous iteration. In each of these regions, after the first
k branchings, the community is composed of N1 prey and N2 predator (with N1 +
N2 = k + 2). For example, at the iteration 2, we consider the sets O(11) with
N1 = 3 and N2 = 1 and O(12) with N1 = 2 and N2 = 2 (see BP1 in Fig. 4).
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Fig. 5: Simulation of successive AD canonical equations for the alternate branching sequence
s = 1212. Thick (resp. normal) line: prey (resp. predator) traits. Parameter values are as in
Fig. 3, e = 0.98 and γ3 = 2. Branching instants are chosen when x˙i < 10−9 for each i.
2. For each considered canonical equation, write the corresponding2(k+2)-dimensional
slow-fast eco-evolutionary system.
3. Determine the stable equilibrium of the eco-evolutionary system through simulation.
The initial conditions of the simulation must represent the density and the trait of the
populations just after the k-th branching. Note that if the boundary of the set O(s) is
composed of several segments corresponding to branching of different populations,
an initial condition for each branching must be considered.
4. Continue the stable equilibria of the eco-evolutionary systems varying e or γ3 until
a point on each possible curve where B′i = 0 is found. If no such point is found,
B′i never changes sign. If B′i is negative, no branching is possible for population i,
whereas if it is positive branching is possible in the whole region.
5. Produce the curves on which B′i = 0 through continuation of the points determined
at step 4.
6. In the regions where B′i and B′j are positive for i = j, produce through continuation
the curves on which D′i = D′j .
7. Determine (through a simple inspection of the signs of B′i near the curves) the tree
BTk and the approximation BPk of the branching portrait BP . In particular, Ck
is obtained by adding to Ck−1 the parameter combinations for which no further
branching has been detected, whereas the new dotted region is the union of the
identified sets O(s), with s of length k + 1. The boundary of such sets are obtained
by suitable concatenating segments of the obtained curves B′i = 0 and D′i = D′j .
Fig. 4 shows the approximationsBPk of the branching portrait obtained for k = 0, 1, 2, 3
while BP4 was already reported in Fig. 3. The comparison of these approximations clearly
points out that our procedure is rather efficient since the dotted region (that must be further
analyzed at iteration k + 1) shrinks significantly at each iteration.
Fig. 5 shows an example of simulation of successive canonical equations corresponding
to a complete sequence with four alternate branchings.
Discussion. In the first part of this section we discuss the main biological consequences
of the analysis performed so far, while in the second part we show how, with a marginal
extra computational effort, the scope of the analysis can be substantially enlarged. Finally,
we describe the steps that are required to abstract from our analysis and propose a general
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method for investigating branching scenarios in coevolving species.
Before discussing the approximation of the branching portrait in Fig. 3, let us notice that
the parameter γ3 on the vertical axis of that figure is increasing from top to bottom. Since
decreasing values of γ3 correspond (see (11)) to increasing sensitivities of prey intraspecific
competition to the resident-mutant phenotypic mismatch, in interpreting Fig. 3 we must take
into account that its left lower corner represents prey with low sensitivity of competition
and predator with low efficiency, whereas highly sensitive competing prey and very efficient
predator are located at the right upper corner.
The first property emerging from Fig. 3 is that the region C(-) where branching is not
possible is in the left lower corner. This is quite intuitive from a biological point of view,
because prey with low sensitivity of competition has no relevant advantages in splitting when
the predation pressure is limited by a low predator efficiency. For the same reason, at the right
upper corner, long branching sequences are possible.
A second interesting property pointed out by Fig. 3 is that both alternate (prey and preda-
tor) and unilateral (only prey) branching sequences are possible. More precisely, long alter-
nate branching sequences are favored by high predator efficiency, while long unilateral prey
branching sequences (see for example the set O(11111)) occur for low predator efficiency
and high prey sensitivity of competition. Also this property can be intuitively understood be-
cause when prey competition is highly sensitive prey have an advantage in splitting in order
to reduce the negative consequences of being too similar.
Notice that also long branching sequences composed of a first phase of alternate branch-
ing concatenated with a long sequence of prey branching are possible (see e.g. regionO(12111)
in Fig. 3), but require a few more iterations of our procedure in order to be clearly pointed
out in better approximations of the branching portrait (e.g. observable prey branchings are
added to O(12121) in BPk for k > 4).
Finally, a third property that is worth mentioning is that branching scenarios can be
highly sensitive to parameter perturbations. This is clearly visible close to the points in pa-
rameter space where two or more region boundaries merge. Also the boundary separating set
C(−) fromO(11111) in BP4 shows that as soon as prey branching becomes possible at node
(1, 1), branching is possible also at nodes (N1, 1), with N1 ≥ 2, so that a small parameter
perturbation can discriminate between very poor and extremely rich prey biodiversity. This
latter property has also been observed in the Lotka-Volterra competition model [37, 7].
In conclusion, in coevolving prey-predator systems not only the number of prey popu-
lations (i.e., biodiversity) is higher than the number of predator populations (as implied by
the principle of competitive exclusion) but often this difference is remarkable, in particular
when prey intraspecific competition is highly sensitive to the resident-mutant phenotypic mis-
match. This conclusion is in good agreement with many studies based on field observations
of aquatic and terrestrial food chains like phytoplankton-zooplankton in shallow lakes [53],
rodents and their predators in boreal and arctic regions [55, 36], and many others [3].
We now show how the analysis described so far, concerning the influence of two param-
eters p1 and p2 on branching scenarios, can be extended to study the influence of any other
parameter p3. The idea, suggested by the power and flexibility of continuation methods, is
very simple. Suppose an approximation of the branching portrait BP , like that shown in
Fig. 3, has already been produced. Except for p1 and p2, this approximated portrait has been
computed for fixed reference values
pi = p
∗
i i = 3, 4, 5, . . .
of all other parameters (see the caption of Fig. 3). We can therefore fix p2 at a particular refer-
ence value p∗2 and read from BP4 in Fig. 3 the p1-coordinates of all points of the boundaries
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of the various regions with p2 = p∗2. Obviously, these p1-coordinates allow one to determine
in the space (p1,p3) a series of points with p3 = p∗3 belonging to the boundaries of the various
regions of the approximated branching portrait obtainable for
pi = p
∗
i i = 2, 4, 5, . . .
Then, with a limited computational effort, we can produce through continuation of this series
of points a new approximated branching portrait in the space (p1,p3). This means that, with
almost the same computational burden necessary for discussing the influence of a pair of
parameters, we can, in reality, discuss the influence of any other parameter pair.
Six examples of new branching portraits obtained from Fig. 3 by fixing γ3 = 2 are
shown in Fig. 6. Since the branching sequences obtained for γ3 = 2 are all complete in
BP4, it was reasonable to expect exact branching portraits in the space (p1, p3) (no dotted
regions) characterized by complete sequences, at least for small deviations of p3 from p∗3. All
branching portraits have predator efficiency on their horizontal axis (as BP4 in Fig. 3) while
the new parameter on the vertical axis is
(a) the ratio k1/k2 of the evolution speed of prey and predator (see (2)),
(b) the predator handling time θ (see (13)),
(c) the optimum prey trait γ (see (11)),
(d) the curvature of prey competition γ2 around the optimum prey trait (see (11)),
(e) the predator maximum attack rate α (see (12)),
(f) the kurtosis of predator attack rate α2 (see (12)).
The first five new parameters have been selected in order to obtain results comparable with
those reported in [11], while the sixth choice has been suggested by the interest in discussing
the role played by generalist vs. specialist predator on evolution (see [52, 32, 50]).
Fig. 6(a) shows that the ratio of evolution speed has no influence on branching scenarios.
This might seem obvious a priori, since k1 and k2 do not modify the evolutionary equilibria
and the branching conditions (6) and (7). However, the ratio k1/k2 affects the stability of the
evolutionary equilibria (recall that branching points have been defined as stable equilibria of
the canonical equation satisfying conditions (6) and (7)), though no change in stability occurs
in Fig. 6(a).
Fig. 6(b) shows that the predator handling time θ has a detectable impact on branching
scenarios. In particular, for fixed predator efficiency, the number of alternate branchings de-
creases if θ is increased. As far as we know, this property has never been discussed in the
literature, though it is biologically sensible: predators with longer handling times exert a lim-
ited predation pressure and therefore do not turn selection disruptive on prey with relatively
low sensitivity of competition.
Fig. 6(c) shows that the optimum prey trait γ has almost no influence on branching
scenarios. This is perhaps intuitive because a variation of γ essentially introduces a shift in
the body size of the prey (and hence of the predator). In our model, however, the handling
time is sensitive to such a shift, so that there is an influence (branching being slightly favored
by nonzero values of γ), though not clearly visible at the scale of the figure.
In contrast, the influence of the prey competition curvature γ2 (Fig. 6(d)) is significant.
This property seems also to have gone unnoticed in the literature and is less intuitive. A
smaller curvature implies a larger valley of the competition function around the optimum
prey trait γ, i.e. a larger trait interval that prey can exploit through branching for escaping
the predation pressure; and predator branching is favored after each prey diversification. This
mechanism however does not work if competition is too mild, as the evolutionary dynamics in
the system with three prey and two predator populations get destabilized. The five coevolving
traits start to oscillate on a Red Queen evolutionary cycle, along which the two predators
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Fig. 6: Six examples of branching portraits obtained from Fig. 3 through continuation. Pa-
rameter values as in Fig. 3 and γ3 = 2. Thick line: Hopf bifurcation curve.
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alternate between harvesting the prey with smaller (resp. larger) trait and the intermediate
prey. Technically, evolutionary cycling is due to a Hopf bifurcation in the system at node (3,2)
(the thick curve in the figure) through which the evolutionary equilibrium becomes unstable
and surrounded by a stable limit cycle. Recall that evolutionary cycling prevents further
branching, as branching requires evolution to settle down at an evolutionary equilibrium, so
the sequence s = 121 is complete below the Hopf curve (see the lower set C(121)).
Also the influence of the predator maximum attack rate is relevant (Fig. 6(e)). Increasing
the predation pressure favors prey branching, which in turn makes selection disruptive on
the predator. Again increasing the attack rate destabilizes the evolutionary dynamics and
prevents further branching (see the Hopf bifurcation in the system at node (3, 2)). Red Queen
evolutionary cycles of the kind just described for Fig. 6(d) develop in the upper set C(121).
Finally, Fig. 6(f) shows that a predator with given efficiency promotes alternate branch-
ings only if the kurtosis of the attack rate has intermediate values. If the kurtosis is decreased,
i.e., if predator become more generalist, branching sequences become shorter until no branch-
ing is possible anymore (lower set C(-)). In contrast, if kurtosis increases, i.e., if predator
become more specialist, longer branching sequences are first promoted but then made impos-
sible by a Hopf bifurcation involving the monomorphic equilibrium of the ancestral commu-
nity at the root node (1, 1) (see the upper set C(-)). As far as we know, this latter property was
not discovered until now, while the former is in agreement with the literature (see [32, 50]).
We close this discussion by describing how a general method for investigating branch-
ing scenarios in two (or more) coevolving species could be derived from our analysis. First
of all, evolutionary extinction should be considered by allowing sequences of four (instead
of two) different events, namely branching and extinction of one or the other species, and
extinctions events would be represented by backwards links in the graph of Fig. 2, which
would no longer be a tree. This would allow the study of interesting systems, e.g. the evo-
lution of cannibalism [12], where the existence of branching-extinction cycles has already
been established [6]. Technically, evolutionary extinctions can be detected during continua-
tion and simulation of the slow-fast system (15) as the collision of evolutionary trajectories
with bifurcation boundaries of the ecological system (the fast compartment). Two types of
bifurcations are responsible of evolutionary extinctions: the saddle-node bifurcation at which
the ecological equilibrium (the node) collides with a saddle equilibrium and disappear; the
transcritical bifurcation at which the density of a population vanishes. In the first case, the co-
evolution drives the community toward the loss of the ecological equilibrium of coexistence,
after which the ecological system switches (on the fast ecological timescale) to another at-
tractor, typically to another equilibrium at which some (or even all) populations are no longer
present (evolutionary suicide [30, 13]). In the second case, the density of a population is
driven to zero by the evolution of the others (evolutionary murder [13]).
Another aspect not highlighted by our application is the possibility that the fitness deriva-
tive B′′i changes sign while moving the model parameters. The points in parameter space
where this occurs can be detected during continuation (see Appendix for the details on the
computation of B′′i ) and the curves along which B′′i = 0 accordingly traced.
Worth to be mentioned is the choice of the ancestral condition of interest. The ances-
tral community for a case with two species should not necessarily be the (1, 1)-community.
Interesting cases where no branching is possible in the simplest community, whereas long
branching sequences are observable starting from richer communities have indeed been dis-
cussed [37].
Moreover, rich and interesting branching scenarios for the selected ancestral community
can be observable starting from some initial conditions and not starting from others. Multiple
attractors in the fast (ecological) and in the slow (evolutionary) compartments can in fact be
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present [8, 11]. Keeping track of all possible observable branching sequences is possible, but
the description of a method greatly simplifies if one focuses on a specific initial condition.
Of course the bifurcations involving the selected ecological and evolutionary equilibria
may force the community to switch (on the ecological or evolutionary timescale) to other
attractors. In our analysis we always had coexistence at stable ecological equilibria (numeri-
cally checked), even though the AD canonical equation can be (heuristically) generalized to
the case of nonstationary ecological attractors [16, 10].
But attractor switchings can also occur without involving bifurcations. In fact, in cases
with multiple evolutionary attractors, the boundaries of the various basins of attraction (which
are the stable manifold of saddle equilibria) do change along with the model parameters, so
that the selected ancestral condition, or the initial condition imposed by a branching point
on the next canonical equation, can pass from one basin of attraction to another at a critical
parameter combination. Technically, this is not a bifurcation, but involves a qualitative change
in the evolutionary dynamics, and therefore in the branching scenario produced from the
initial condition under consideration. In some cases, the boundaries of the attraction basins
can be continued, as suitable heteroclinic trajectories connecting saddle equilibria [40, 47],
but most often basins of attraction are estimated by means of systematic simulations.
Keeping track of all the above possibilities in the formal description of a general method
of analysis is quite involved and not among the aims of this paper. In our analysis we have
emphasized only the aspects that were relevant for the considered application. Of course,
of each computed curve (along which a branching condition vanishes, a bifurcation of the
slow-fast system occurs, or the ancestral condition changes basin of attraction), only the seg-
ments for which the corresponding evolutionary equilibrium is reached from the considered
ancestral condition matter in the branching portrait. Such segments are part of the branching
portrait only if the change produced in the evolutionary dynamics induces a change in the
branching sequence. This can be noticed, e.g., in Fig. 6(d,e), where the curve B′4,5 = 0 sep-
arating regions C(121) and C(1212) (on which the two predators acquire branching) merges
with the Hopf bifurcation of the slow-fast system corresponding to node (3, 2). Moving right-
to-left, the curve B′4,5 = 0 is part of the branching portrait only up to the contact with the
Hopf curve.
Concluding remarks. We have analyzed the evolution of biodiversity in a prey-predator
coevolutionary model based on the standard Rosenzweig-MacArthur ecological model [51].
Neglecting the introduction of alien species and accidental or artificial extinctions, we con-
sider evolutionary branching [27, 25, 13]—the coexistence and further differentiation of
resident-mutant phenotypes—and evolutionary extinction [30, 13]—evolution toward self-
or other-distruction—as the major drivers of biodiversity. Adaptive dynamics (AD [49, 27,
25, 13, 24]) is the most suited modeling approach to investigate evolutionary branching and
extinction in coevolutionary models, and the AD canonical equation makes it possible on a
deterministic ground [16, 13].
We opted for measuring biodiversity with the number of phenotypically different prey
and predator populations, thus losing information on the actual phenotypic values, but acquir-
ing simplicity and compactness of representation. In particular, we have not found extinction
events in the analyzed model, so that biodiversity evolves according to branching sequences,
namely sequences of symbols 1 and 2 identifying branching in the prey and predator species,
respectively.
We have discovered that long alternate (prey and predator) as well as unilateral (prey)
branching sequences can occur. But we have also discovered that long sequences composed
of a first phase of alternate branching concatenated with a long unilateral sequence of prey
branchings are possible in some regions of parameter space. This explains why prey popula-
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tions can be much more numerous than predator populations, a fact that is often mentioned
in field studies and in agreement with traditional [31, 42, 43, 41] and modern [18, 19, 29, 48]
theories of competitive exclusion.
Another interesting result is that branching sequences become longer if predator become
more and more specialist, until a critical point is reached at which never ending Red Queen
ups and downs of the coevolving traits prevent a halt at evolutionary equilibria and therefore
evolutionary branching. This discontinuity occurs at the birth of a stable evolutionary cycle
due to a Hopf bifurcation of the evolutionary system.
Finally, critical parameter combinations for which branching scenarios are highly sensi-
tive to parameter perturbations have been identified. This knowledge is of strategic impor-
tance for the conservation and management of biodiversity.
Our iterative procedure is based on simulations of ODEs (the AD canonical equation
and the underlying ecological models) and continuations of algebraic systems of equations
[1] and explores, at each iteration, the nature of longer and longer branching sequences. At
each iteration, a better approximation of a two-dimensional branching portrait (explaining
the dependence of branching scenarios on two parameters) becomes available. Our approach
is more interesting, both computationally and conceptually, than the stochastic individual-
or population-based simulations mainly used until now when analytical tractability is un-
feasible. Each simulation, even the deterministic one shown in Fig. 5, can only reveal an
observable branching sequence, whereas our systematic analysis extracts information on all
possible sequences including their nature, whether complete, incomplete or not observable.
A particularly attractive feature is that, after a first branching portrait has been produced, the
dependence of the branching scenarios on other parameters can be discussed without signifi-
cantly increase the computational burden.
In principle, our approach can be made more general in view of investigating branching
and extinction scenarios in AD models with two (or more) coevolving species, e.g., different
prey-predator and host-parasite communities (see, e.g., [2]), as well as communities regulated
by other ecological interactions (e.g., mutualistic [22] and competitive [37] communities).
Although the formulation of an iterative algorithm is basically impossible—exactly for the
same reasons why bifurcation analysis cannot be made fully automatic [40, 47]—we have
discussed, partly in light of the specific model we have analyzed, the guidelines of a general
method. In particular, evolutionary extinctions could be taken into account by considering
sequences of different events, identifying branching and extinction in each of the coevolving
species.
The indications that can be obtained by the proposed approach typically have qualitative
nature, as those we have drawn for prey-predator coevolution, and should be checked not to
be too specific for the considered model. However, dealing with rather complex long-term
dynamics, we believe that this type of analysis can be of great help and should be considered
for the long-term conservation and management of biodiversity.
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Appendix A. Computation of the fitness derivative B′′i . We show in this appendix
how the branching condition (7) can be numerically computed, with reference to the simplest
community composed of N = 2 populations. Generalization to the case with N > 2 is
straightforward.
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The invasion fitness λi is a function of the resident and mutant traits (x1, x2, x′i), i = 1, 2,
that is obtained by evaluating the mutant per-capita growth rate (the initial exponential rate
of increase of the mutant population) at the resident equilibrium of model (1), i.e.,
λi(x1, x2, x
′
i) = f
′
i(n¯1(x1, x2), n¯2(x1, x2), 0, x1, x2, x
′
i).
When taking the fitness derivative with respect to xj , j = 1, 2, one obtains
∂
∂xj
λi(x1, x2, x
′
i) =
[
∂
∂n1
f ′i(n1, n2, 0, x1, x2, x
′
i)
∂
∂xj
n¯1(x1, x2) +
∂
∂n2
f ′i(n1, n2, 0, x1, x2, x
′
i)
∂
∂xj
n¯2(x1, x2) +
∂
∂xj
f ′i(n1, n2, 0, x1, x2, x
′
i)
]∣∣∣∣
n1,2=n¯1,2(x1,x2)
,
where the explicit expressions for the derivatives of the resident equilibrium with respect to
the traits are typically not available.
They can however be computed recalling the definition of n¯(x), i.e.,
(A1) F1(n¯1(x1, x2), n¯2(x1, x2), x1, x2) = 0
F2(n¯1(x1, x2), n¯2(x1, x2), x1, x2) = 0
(see model (1)). In fact, taking the derivative of (A1) with respect to xj gives
(A2)
∂F1
∂n1
∂n¯1
∂xj
+
∂F1
∂n2
∂n¯2
∂xj
+
∂F1
∂xj
= 0
∂F2
∂n1
∂n¯1
∂xj
+
∂F2
∂n2
∂n¯2
∂xj
+
∂F2
∂xj
= 0,
where the functions’ arguments have been omitted for simplicity, but note that ∂F1,2/∂xj =
∂F1,2(n1, n2, x1, x2)/∂xj |n1,2=n¯1,2(x1,x2).
The equations in (A2) form a linear system in the unknowns ∂n¯1/∂xj and ∂n¯2/∂xj . In
matrix form, it is
J
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
∂n¯1
∂xj
∂n¯2
∂xj
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = −
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
∂F1
∂xj
∂F2
∂xj
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,
where J is the Jacobian matrix associated with the resident equilibrium, that is hyperbolic
(and therefore invertible) by assumption.
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